A. a projective variety 2C(F) over some topological field F , or B. a matchstick variety J!{X) over some topological space X . As a main tool for showing this, we prove a structure theorem for arbitrary topological geometries.
1. Introduction.
a. The Euclidean plane, the real hyperbolic plane, the real affine 3-space, and the real projective «-spaces are all strongly interrelated by forming subgeometries and contractions. Therefore it seems natural to consider classes of geometries. In [KK 82 ] (reprinted in [Ku 86]), Kahn and Kung defined the notion "variety of (combinatorial) geometries". They succeeded in determining all varieties of finite geometries. On p. 498 they list some difficulties associated with the determination of all varieties of arbitrary geometries. Therefore it seems reasonable to add an additional structure: In this paper we determine all varieties of topological geometries:
5.4. Main Theorem II. Let ET be a variety of topological geometries containing a nondiscrete one. Then £T is either A. a projective variety 2C(F) over some topological field F, or B. a matchstick variety Jf(X) over some Hausdorff topological space X.
Comparing this with the finite case we observe that none of the three types:
free variety, origami varieties, voltage-graphic varieties, has a topological analogue. If we view matchstick geometries as trivial, then 5.4 even says that only "classical" geometries (i.e. geometries coordinatizable over some topological field) can be members of a variety. Furthermore, of the multitude of nondesarguesian topological projective planes, none belongs to a variety. There exist projective as well as matchstick varieties admitting more than one sequence of universal models:
A. Let R(x) be the field of rational functions over R (reals). There is a linear ordering on it with r < x for all r £ R, which makes it an ordered field. Endowed with the open interval topology induced by this ordering, R(x) becomes a topological field F. R(x2) is a proper subfield isomorphic to F . Therefore (see [KK 82, p . 498]), defining T" to be the affine «-space over F, we obtain another sequence of universal models for the projective variety B. Let X = R and Y := [0, 1], the closed unit interval. Since X is homeomorphic to the subspace ]0, 1[ of Y, by 5.3 we have Jf(X) = Jf(Y). Therefore the matchstick variety Jf(X) has at least two sequences of universal models: The powers of the line over R, and the powers of the line over [0, 1].
Our proof for the Main Theorem II is not analogous to the corresponding one in [KK 82]. We derive it from a structure theorem on arbitrary topological geometries, which is of interest in its own right: 4.6. Main Theorem I. Each topological geometry G is isomorphic to the direct product of finitely many
(1) open subgeometries of projective spaces over topological fields, . For x £ G, we define the dimension of x-denoted by dim x-to be the cardinality of a maximal chain from the smallest element 0 to x, minus 2. The dimension of G is defined by dim G := dim 1 =: « , where 1 is the largest element. Elements of dimension 0,1,2,k, n -2, n -I are called points, lines, planes, k-flats, colines, hyperplanes (or copoints). Furthermore, if « = 0, 1, 2, resp. k, then G itself is called a point, line, plane, resp. A>space. ] it is shown that it would be too strong to postulate-as the analogy to topological groups etc. might suggest it-a topology on G such that the "full" functions of V and A are continuous. Instead of postulating this, our three axioms only require all "slices" o V j and " A J to be continuous, and the domain of j-i n~x f\j to be open.
We define the topology x of G to be that of the free union of the ;G (cf.
[Gr 86a, p. 115]). Thus, a topological geometry could equivalently be defined as a pair (G, t) of a geometric lattice and a topology, satisfying (Cv), (CA) and (S), where each ¡G is open.
For a topological field F , the topological projective «-space over F, denoted by I?n(F) =: P, is the lattice of subspaces of the F-vector space Fn+X, given the following topology x : For M C Fn+X, denote by Mp the set of subspaces meeting M. Define x to be the topology having as a subbasis {Mp\M open in Fn+X} u {,P| -1 < i < «}. 
Planes
The following proposition is a generalization of [Gr 86a, Corollary 5.3]. It is needed here for planes only. However, the proof for this special case would not be simpler. (1) p is a cluster point on I, (2) m contains at least three points. Then each point of I is a cluster point on I. Proof. Let p' be a second point on /. Our statement will follow from Corollary 2.2, applied to px = p , p2 = p', and q = second point on m . We have to show conditions (i) and (ii):
We conclude (ii) from ( 1 ) using: (a) The point space of a topological geometry is Hausdorff [Gr 86a, 4.2]. (b) A Tx-space having a cluster point is infinite.
To show (i) we use (2) and choose a third point q' on m . By (1), and (a), (b) above there exists a generalized sequence pv ^ p , p' on / with pv -» p . By (CV) and (S) the line q' V pv finally meets p' V q in a point, which must be different from q and p'. D 2.5. Theorem. Let G be a nondiscrete topological plane containing a two-point line. Then G contains a line I and a point q such that G = G/xG,.
Proof. Since G is not discrete, by [Gr 86a, 4.19] the point space 0G is not discrete, and therefore contains a cluster point p . By 2.3a, there exists a line / through p such that p is a cluster point on /. We prove 2.5 by showing: If the plane G contains at least two points outside / then it contains no two-point line. Actually we show that then each line has a cluster point on it, and hence (see 2.4, proof for (ii)) is infinite.
Assume G contains at least two points outside /. Either these are collinear with p, or there exist at least two lines ^ / through p, and then by 2.3b / is a cluster point on each line through p . Hence in either case, there exists a line m / / through p containing at least three points.
Therefore by 2.4 each point of / is a cluster point on /. Let now /' be any line meeting / in a point p' ^ p . Joining p' with the points of m we obtain at least three lines through p'. Hence by 2.3b, p' is a cluster point also on /'. Since / contains at least three points, by 2.4 each point of /' is a cluster point on it. Finally, let /' be any line ^ / either meeting / in p, or disjoint to / (i.e. /' A / = 0). Choose a point q ^ p on /' and two points p¡ ^ p on /. By the preceding paragraph, q is a cluster point on px V q , and hence by 2.3b on /'. D
Regular flats. Separators
In each following section of this paper, G denotes an arbitrary topological geometry, of (lattice theoretical) dimension « .
For 3.3 we need the following fact: 3.3. Theorem. Each hyperplane h and each regular j-flat x ^ h, both passing through a common point, meet in a (j -l)-flat. Proof. Because of x ¿ h there exists a flat y satisfying hAx=:z<y<x and hence h Ay = z. Since dim z =: k > 0, by (S) there exists a neighborhood F of y all of whose elements meet h in a k-ñat, too. In the topological jspace Gx , the set W := V n Gx is a neighborhood of y all of whose elements pass through z . If our statement were false, i.e. y < x , then because of (*), 3.1 would be applicable, implying that x would be discrete, a contradiction to (**). D 3.4. If G contains a regular hyperplane x and at least two points outside then it is regular.
Proof. We proceed indirectly by induction. By 3.2a, the statement makes sense only for dim G > 2. Theorem 2.5 implies that it is true for dim G = 2. Assume that it is true for all topological geometries of dimension « -1, and that there exists a G of dimension « for which it is false. Then, since (**) carries over from x to 1, (*) must be violated. Thus G must contain a two-point line /. Since x is regular, / ^ x.
Case 1: IA x = 0. Because n > 3, there exists a hyperplane h > I meeting x.
Case 2: I Ax is a point p . Then / contains only one further point p' ^ x . By the assumption of 3.4, there exists a second point q ^ x. Again, because « > 3, there exists a hyperplane h> / V q .
In either case, Theorem 3.3 implies that h A x =: x' is a regular (by 3.2c) hyperplane of the topological («-l)-space G/,. Since G/, contains at least two points outside x', it is regular by our induction hypothesis. In particular, I < h contains at least three points, a contradiction. Proof. We may assume y ^ x. Then because of x A y ^ 0, there exists a line / < y such that x A / is a point. Define xi := x V /. In the topological geometry GXl , x is a regular hyperplane. Since y is regular, / contains at least two points outside x . Hence by 3.4, xx is regular. This proves our statement in case xi = x V y . In case xi < x V y, we repeat the above procedure: x2:= xxv lx , ... , xk:= x*_iV4_, = xVy. D 3.6. Assume G contains a maximal regular flat x < 1. Let h be a hyperplane satisfying 0<xAh=:y<x.
In case x is a line, assume further, (c) y is a cluster point on x. Then G contains no point outside x and h . Claim: The flat x is minimal. For each 0 < 5 < x we construct a pointhyperplane pair 0 < p ^ h < 1 such that p ¿ s and s •£ h: In the geometry Gx, choose points p ¿ s and q < s. By (*) the line pV q contains a third point r. Again because of (*), we may apply [Gr 86a, 2.3b] to x = r, yx = p , y2 = s, and obtain a flat k < x containing neither p nor s. There exists a hyperplane h > k of G not containing x . Since is x it is bijective, it suffices to show that it is (1) continuous, and (2) open.
( 1 ) Since G is isomorphic to Gs x Gt as a geometric lattice, we have dim sv t = dim s + dim / + 1, From (Sub), (P) and (U) we deduce T[, T"_2, T"_! -< T" . Assume T" is not regular, but all preceding T, are. Then the Main Theorem I and T"_i -<T", as well as the regularity of T"_! , imply T" = H x p. Here H is a regular topological (« -l)-space, and p is a point. Now from (P) and (U) we get T"_2xTi -iHxp.
Because of the regularity of T"_2 and Tx, this implies T"_2 xT, -< H, a contradiction to dim H = « -1.
The regularity of the T" implies for « > 3, by [Gr 86b, Corollary 4.5], the existence of a topological field F" with T" -< ~Pn(Ff). Let F =: F$. We will show S*~ = f3?(F) by a sequence of steps:
(1) Tpn = P"_i(. (2) F -< Fn: Since -< is transitive, it suffices to show Fn -< Fn+X : Because of (C), (P), and (U) we have T^ x T] ^ T"+, ^ P"+i(F"+i). Together with (1) we deduce P"_i(F") -< P"+i(F"+i). By Lemma 5.2 (=0 this implies Fn -< F"+x .
(3) Fn^F: Because of (1), (C), and (U) we have P"_i(F") = Tg -< T"_. -! Pn-i(Fn-i) ■ By Lemma 5.2 (=>) this implies F" -< Fn-X.
(A) P"(F) -< P"(F"+1) = Tpn+l -< Tn by (2), Lemma 5.2 (<*=), (1), (C), and (U).
(5) T" x P"(Fn) -< P"(F) by (3) and Lemma 5.2 (<=).
